Praise for Deb DeArmond and I Choose You Today
“It’s often been said that our choices define us. That’s true personally, but it’s also a key to our relationships.
Deb DeArmond has provided a practical and insightful book detailing 31 choices we can make as
husbands and wives that have the potential to transform even a good marriage—and make it a great one.”
—Greg Smalley, Vice President of Family Ministry, Focus on the Family
“In I Choose You Today Deb DeArmond has done a masterful job of making marriage simple. I didn’t say
easy—but simple. Through stories, scriptures, and concise instruction, Deb has laid out the one thing so
many miss in marriage—the idea that we always, always have the option to choose our spouse. Not just the
day of wedding, but every day. A must-read for all couples.”
—Nancy Smith, Senior Pastor, Catch the Fire DFW, co-author of Finding the One: Thinking Differently about
Choosing a Spouse
“Deb DeArmond debunks the myth that a good marriage is a choice. It’s a series of choices. A fresh and
valuable perspective for the newly or about-to-be married, the book reminds even the long-married that
relationship health is entwined with our daily choices.”
—Cynthia Ruchti, speaker and award-winning author of Ragged Hope: Surviving the Fallout of Other People’s
Choices
“Deb DeArmond has a rare gift to point out those relationship issues that for most would go unnoticed. I
Choose You Today offers thoughtful insight into important issues that nourish a relationship. I once heard a
minister admonish a young couple after reciting their marriage vows: ‘You’ve chosen your love, now love
your choice.’ The message in Deb’s book offers a roadmap to that reality.”
—Arthelene Rippy, Host of Homekeepers, CHRISTIAN TELEVISION NETWORK
“If you want to enrich your relationship and see your marriage flourish, I Choose You Today is the book for
you. It’s life-giving, thought-provoking, loaded with practical application, and full of heart. Deb’s wisdom,
spiritual insight, scriptures, and stories are sure to transform your life.”
—Amy Schafer, Co-Pastor at Grace Life Church, TV Host at Cornerstone Network
“There is no deeper joy in life than great love. Fortunately for us, I Choose You Today gives us a clear
roadmap to achieving it with our spouse. Every couple—married or not—will benefit from reading Ms.
DeArmond’s book.”
—Meg Meeker, M.D., best-selling author of Strong Fathers, Strong Daughters and co-host of Dr. James
Dobson’s Family Talk radio broadcast
“Wow. Deb DeArmond’s new book, I Choose You Today, is simply outstanding! It should be required
reading for all young couples getting married or even those contemplating divorce. Time and again I was
inspired by new insights that appeared in every chapter. If you want a better marriage, this book is essential
reading.”
—Rick Johnson, best-selling author of Becoming Your Spouse’s Better Half and Romancing Your Better Half
Cont.

“As a pastor and sometime marriage counselor, I sit in front of countless couples, many of whom feel
trapped by their circumstances and relationships. With I Choose You Today, Deb DeArmond seeks to reverse
that trend, offering couples the opportunity to proactively prefer one another. I Choose You Today is a
fantastic tool, providing relatable anecdotes and guiding questions for couples seeking to move from
surviving to thriving in their marriage.”
—Alan Smith, Senior Pastor, Catch the Fire DFW, author of Unveiled: The Transforming Power of God’s
Presence and Voice, co-author of Finding the One: Thinking Differently about Choosing a Spouse
“We choose this book! Deb DeArmond has crafted a thoughtful read with many tangible tools tucked
between the pages—the perfect devotional for couples, encouraging them to dive deeper into their
relationship.”
—Clint and Penny Bragg, authors of Marriage on the Mend: Healing Your Relationship After Crisis, Separation,
or Divorce and co-founders of Inverse Ministries, Inc.
“Deb DeArmond shares a wealth of wisdom to help couples move their marriages from ordinary to
extraordinary. Filled with practical information and thought-provoking questions, I Choose You Today
reminds all of us that true love is a choice rather than just a feeling.”
—Michelle Cox, author of Just 18 Summers and the creator/developer of the Just 18 Summers® brand of
parenting products and resources
“I Choose You Today is a stellar advance for starry-eyed newlyweds, practical hope for the married and
desperate, and the appetizing promise of more for everyone in between—all delivered in entertaining,
storytelling prose! I loved it!”
—Shellie Rushing Tomlinson, Belle of All Things Southern, speaker, radio host, and author of Heart
Wide Open
“I Choose You Today digs deep into what makes marriage work, but even more importantly, what makes
marriage last—happily.”
—Anita Agers Brooks, award-winning author of Getting Through What You Can’t Get Over
“The short, readable, do-able chapters are perfect for couples (even with hectic lives) to read together and
discuss. I can’t think of a more practical gift for newlyweds or anyone wanting to nourish their marriage,
one sacred choice at a time.”
—Becky Johnson, co-author of Nourished: A Search for Health, Happiness and a Full Night’s Sleep
“The touching stories, scripture applications, and clear practical advice create a can’t-put-down guide to a
happier-ever-after relationship. I mean, really—your car, diet, hair roots, and pedicure need regular tuneups; what about your marriage?”
—Debora M. Coty, humorist, speaker, and award-winning author of fourteen books including Too Loved to
Be Lost and Too Blessed to Be Stressed
“If you want a marriage full of genuine affection, read I Choose You Today. Deb DeArmond’s new book is
biblically based and written with grace, inspiring readers to deeper commitment.”
—Cheri Fuller, author of The One Year Praying Through the Bible, What a Girl Needs From Her Mom, and other
books
“Every couple needs the wisdom found in I Choose You Today by Deb DeArmond. In a simple, easy-to-read
format, DeArmond breaks down agape love into 31 choices spouses can make daily.”
—Jeanne Dennis, award-winning author, national speaker, and Wilberforce Forum Centurion

